We present an eccentric, short-period brown dwarf candidate orbiting the active, slightly evolved subgiant star TYC 2087-00255-1, which has effective temperature T eff = 5903 ± 42 K, surface gravity log(g) = 4.07 ± 0.16 (cgs), and metallicity [Fe/H] = −0.23 ± 0.07. This candidate was discovered using data from the first two years of the Multi-object APO Radial Velocity Exoplanets Large-area Survey (MARVELS), which is part of the third phase of Sloan Digital Sky Survey. From our 38 radial velocity measurements spread over a two-year time baseline, we derive a Keplerian orbital fit with semi-amplitude K = 3.571 ± 0.041 km s −1 , period P = 9.0090 ± 0.0004 days, and eccentricity e = 0.226 ± 0.011. Adopting a mass of 1.16 ± 0.11 M ⊙ for the subgiant host star, we infer that the companion has a minimum mass of 40.0 ± 2.5 M Jup . Assuming an edge-on orbit, the semimajor axis is 0.090 ± 0.003 AU. The host star is photometrically variable at the ∼ 1% level with a period of ∼ 13.16 ± 0.01 days, indicating that the host star spin and companion orbit are not synchronized. Through adaptive optics imaging we also found a point source 643 ± 10 mas away from TYC 2087-00255-1, which would have a mass of 0.13M ⊙ if it is physically associated with TYC 2087-00255-1 and has the same age. Future proper motion observation should be able to resolve if this tertiary object is physically associated with TYC 2087-00255-1 and make TYC 2087-00255-1 a triple body system. Core Ca II H and K line emission indicate that the host is chromospherically active, at a level that is consistent with the inferred spin period and measured v rot sin i, but unusual for a subgiant of this T eff . This activity could be explained by ongoing tidal spin-up of the host star by the companion.
INTRODUCTION
Brown dwarfs (BDs) range in mass from ∼13−80 Jupiter masses and burn deuterium but not hydrogen (Burrows et al. 1997; Chabrier & Baraffe 2000; Burrows et al. 2001; Spiegel et al. 2011) . The first unambiguous discovery of BDs (Rebolo et al. 1995; Nakajima et al. 1995; Oppenheimer et al. 1995; Basri et al. 1996; Rebolo et al. 1996) occurred at the same time as the discovery of the first extrasolar giant planet orbiting a main sequence star (51 Peg b; Mayor & Queloz 1995) . More than 800 BDs have been discovered to date (see DwarfArchives.org, http://www.dwarfarchives.org).
Most of them are free-floating objects and only several dozen BDs are companions to other stars (Reid & Metchev 2008; Sahlmann et al. 2011) . The BD desert (a paucity of BD companions relative to planetary or stellar companions within 3 AU around main-sequence FGKM stars) was found during high-precision radial velocity (RV) surveys seeking exoplanets (Marcy & Butler 2000) . Since RV surveys are more sensitive to BDs than to exoplanets, this paucity is a real minimum in the mass distribution of close companions to solar-type stars. The California & Carnegie Planet Search finds a BD occurrence rate of 0.7% ± 0.2% from their sample of ∼ 1000 target stars (Vogt et al. 2002; Patel et al. 2007) , and the McDonald Observatory Planet Search agrees, with a rate of 0.8% ± 0.6% from a search sample of 250 stars (Wittenmyer et al. 2009 ). To assess the reality of the BD desert, Grether & Lineweaver (2006) performed a detailed investigation of the companions around nearby Sun-like stars. They find that approximately 16% of nearby Sun-like stars have close (P < 5 yr) companions more massive than Jupiter: 11% ± 3% are stellar, < 1% are BDs, and 5% ± 2% are giant planets. However, Gizis et al. (2001) suggest that BDs might not be as rare at wide separations (see also Metchev & Hillenbrand 2004) . Lafrenière et al. (2007) obtain a 95% confidence interval of 1.9 +8.3 −1.5 % for the frequency of 13−75M Jup companions between 25−250AU amongst 85 nearby young stars observed during the Gemini Deep Planet Survey. Based on an adaptive optics survey for substellar companions, Metchev & Hillenbrand (2009) infer that the frequency of BDs in 28−1590 AU orbits around young solar analogs is 3.2 +3.1 −2.7 %. Ostensibly, BDs are believed to form similarly to stars, through gravitational collapse and/or fragmentation of molecular clouds (Padoan & Nordlund 2004; Hennebelle & Chabrier 2008) . However, companions with masses up to 10 M Jup (Alibert et al. 2005) or even 25 M Jup (Mordasini et al. 2008 ) may form in protoplanetary disks. As such, the BD desert is commonly interpreted as the gap between the largest mass objects that can be formed in disks and the smallest mass clump that can collapse and/or fragment in the vicinity of a protostar. In comparison, the mass function of isolated substellar objects both in the field and in clusters appears to be roughly flat in log(M) for masses down to at least ∼ 20 M Jup (Luhman et al. 2000; Chabrier 2002 ). Recently, André et al. (2012) found a self-gravitating condensation of gas and dust with a mass of 0.015 to 0.03M ⊙ using millimeter interferometric observations, which supports the idea that BDs could form the same way as stars.
Given the occurrence rate of ∼ 1% for BD companions, a large, relatively uniform, systematic RV survey of a much larger sample of stars is needed to make further progress in understanding properties of the BD desert. The Multi-object APO Radial Velocity Exoplanets Large-area Survey (MARVELS; Ge et al. 2008 ) is a four-year RV survey of ∼ 3, 300 stars with 7.6 < V < 12 over time baselines of ∼ 1.5 years per target, with a stated goal of < 30 m s −1 precision for the faintest stars. MARVELS uses the innovative instrumental technique of a dispersed fixed-delay interferometer (DFDI; see, e.g., Erskine & Ge 2000; Ge 2002; Ge et al. 2009; van Eyken et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2011 Wang et al. , 2012a in order to simultaneously observe 60 objects at a time. By virtue of the large number of target stars, as well as the addition of uniform selection criteria described in Lee et al. (2011) , MARVELS is well-suited to detect significant numbers of rare companions. For example, Lee et al. (2011) have recently announced MARVELS1b, a 5.9 day BD candidate around a F-type star TYC 1240-00945-1 located in the BD desert.
This paper is part of a series that describes the very low-mass stellar and substellar companions to solar-like stars detected in the MARVELS survey (Lee et al. 2011; Wisniewski et al. 2012; Fleming et al. 2012) . In this paper, we report a new MARVELS BD candidate, which we designate MARVELS-4b, detected in orbit around the star TYC 2087-00255-1 (T ycho-2 star catalog; Høg et al. 2000) . In §2 we describe the observations used in this paper. We present stellar parameters for the star in §3 and orbital parameters for the BD candidate in §4. We discuss these results and give our conclusions in §5.
OBSERVATIONS AND PROCESSING
2.1. MARVELS Radial Velocities TYC 2087-00255-1 was a target in the first two-year cycle of the SDSS-III (Eisenstein et al. 2011 ) MARVELS planet search program. This star was selected for RV monitoring using the preselection methodology and instrumentation described in Lee et al. (2011) . The RV observations were taken using the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) 2.5-m telescope at Apache Point Observatory (Gunn et al. 2006) coupled to the MARVELS instrument (Ge et al. 2009 ), a 60 object, fiber-fed, dispersed fixeddelay interferometer. The interferometer produces two fringing spectra ("beams") per object, in the wavelength range ∼ 500 − 570 nm, with resolving power R ∼ 12000. TYC 2087-00255-1 was observed at 23 epochs from 2009 May 4 to 2010 July 5. Lee et al. (2011) describe the basic data reduction and analysis leading to the production of differential RVs. The RV errors are scaled by a "quality factor" Q = 6.22 based on the rms errors of the other stars observed on the same SDSS-III plate as TYC 2087-00255-1 (Fleming et al. 2010) . The differential RV measurements for TYC 2087-00255-1 from MARVELS are summarized in Table 1 . Note that a constant velocity term has been subtracted to account for the instrument offset (see §4.1 for more detail).
Spectra For Stellar Characterization
In pursuit of precise stellar parameters for the primary, optical (∼ 3500 − 9000Å) spectra of TYC 2087-00255-1 were obtained using the FEROS high resolution (R = 48000) spectrograph (Kaufer et al. 1999 ) mounted on the MPG/ESO 2.2-m telescope in La Silla on 2010 August 2. FEROS spectra were analyzed using the online FEROS Data Reduction System (DRS) and the standard calibration plan, where bias, flat-field and wavelength calibration lamp frames are observed in the afternoon. Three 2400s exposures were combined to yield a S/N of ∼ 230 per one-dimensional extracted pixel at 6600Å. Additional spectroscopic observations around the Hα line were also secured with the coudé spectrograph of the 1.60m telescope at Observatório do Pico dos Dias, Brazil on 2010 August 17. The resolution was set to R =18 000 and the S/N per pixel was ∼ 80. Data reduction was carried out by the standard procedure using IRAF. After usual bias and flat-field correction, we subtracted the background and scattered light and extracted one-dimensional spectra. No fringing was present in our spectra. The OPD coudé single order spectrograph introduces no necessity for blaze function corrections and thus the line profile is easily normalized, lending itself to accurate analysis of the temperature profile of the stellar atmosphere by fitting the observed profile to theoretical calculations. This will be used below to infer an independent T eff estimate as well as the evaluation of the chromospheric radiative losses in the Hα line core.
Additional Radial Velocity Observations
High-resolution spectra were collected with the Spectrografo di Alta Resoluzione Galileo (SARG) spectrograph (Gratton et al. 2001) at the 3.58m Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG) for additional RV measurements from 2010 August 27 to 2011 August 17. This spectrograph provides R ∼ 57, 000 spectra spanning a wavelength range of 462−792 nm. The spectra were reduced using standard IRAF Echelle reduction packages. Frames were trimmed, bias subtracted, flat-field corrected, aperture-traced and extracted. We obtained 15 epochs of observations with an iodine cell and an additional epoch without the iodine cell to serve as a stellar template. The exposure time for each epoch is 20 to 30 minutes. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) per resolution element at 550 nm is ∼ 60 − 250, and one resolution element is sampled by 4.9 pixels. A total of 15 RV data points were derived using the iodine cell technique (Marcy & Butler 2000) . Each of 21 SARG orders between 504 and 611 nm was subdivided into 10 sections, and then RVs were measured from these components. Following a 2 − σ clip, the measurements were averaged to produce the RVs. The resultant differential RVs are summarized in Table 2 . Note that a constant velocity term has been subtracted to account for the instrument offset (see §4.1) 2.4. Diffraction-limited Imaging High angular resolution lucky images (LIs, observations taken at very high cadence to achieve nearlydiffraction-limited images from a subsample of the total) were obtained using FastCam (Oscoz et al. 2008 ) on the 1.5 m TCS telescope at Observatorio del Teide, Spain. The primary goal of these observations was to search for companions at large separations that could pollute spectroscopic RV observations of the targets. The LI frames were acquired on 2011 May 8 and 2011 July 1 in the I band, covering ∼ 21 ′′ × 21 ′′ on the sky. A total of 60000 images, each corresponding to 60 ms integrations, were taken on 2011 May 8, and a total of 64000 frames, each corresponding to 50 ms integrations, were taken on 2011 July 1.
To further assess the multiplicity of TYC 2087-00255-1, we acquired AO images using NIRC2 (instrument built by Keith Matthews) on the Keck II telescope on 2012 August 25 UT. TYC 2087-00255-1 is bright (V=10.6) and served as its own on-axis natural guide star. NIRC2 is a high-resolution near-infrared camera that provides a plate scale (when operating in narrow mode) of 9.963 ± 0.006 mas/pix (Ghez et al. 2008 ) and 10.2 ′′ × 10.2 ′′ field of view. Our observations consist of dithered frames taken with the K' band (λ c = 2.12µm, Fig. 1 .-Continuum-normalized, high resolution FEROS spectra of TYC 2087-00255-1, which is a G0IV star. For comparison purpose, also shown in this plot are the spectrum of a G0IV star HD 098630 from Elodie spectra library (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001) and the synthetic spectrum of TYC 2087-00255-1 calculated using SME package (please see the text for more information). The FEROS spectrum and the synthetic spectrum have been shifted in the y-axis direction for display purpose. ∆λ = 0.35µm) filter. The total on-source integration time was 47.5 seconds.
SuperWASP Photometric Data
To check for intrinsic photometric variability indicating stellar activity and search for possible transits of the companion, we extracted photometric time series data of TYC 2087-00255-1 from the SuperWASP public archive (Butters et al. 2010 ). The WASP instruments provide flux measurements for millions of stars using wide-angle images of the night sky over a band pass of 400-700 nm defined by a broad-band filter. Eight cameras on each instrument provide images covering approximately 7.8×7.8 degrees using Canon 200mm f/1.8 camera lenses and e2v 2048 × 2048 CCDs. Synthetic aperture photometry using an aperture radius of 49 arcseconds at the position of targeted stars is performed on the images . A total of 18935 aperture photometry data points, each taken with a 30 second integration time, were available from the SuperWASP public archive. These data were taken between 2004 May 2 and 2008 August 10. Systematic errors caused by spatially localized flat-fielding, errors in the vignetting correction near the edge of the field of view, bright moonlight contamination, bad weather and other as-yet unidentified reasons do exist in SuperWASP data sets ). There are large systematic errors in some of the data sets, and we choose to use data points with relative flux errors smaller than 0.01 in our further analysis, to limit systematics. The final selected data sets have a total of 11932 photometric data points.
3. TYC 2087-00255-1: THE STAR 3.1. Stellar Parameters We have used two independent pipelines (referred to as "BPG" and "IAC") to derive the stellar parameters from the high resolution FEROS spectra. Both methods involve analysis of the equivalent widths of Fe I and Fe II lines to balance the excitation and ionization equilibria of these features. These two methods are described in detail in Wisniewski et al. (2012) . Both pipelines produce values of effective temperature T eff , surface gravity log(g) and metallicity [Fe/H] mutually consistent. Because both pipeline determinations are mutually consistent, we average these two sets weighted by their own pipeline errors to determine the final stellar parameters, shown as 'combined results' in Table 3 . For each stellar parameter, we add in quadrature a systematic error of 18 K, 0.08 and 0.03 for T eff , log(g) and [Fe/H], respectively, in addition to the internal errors inherent from the two pipeline results (see Wisniewski et al. 2012) . The results are summarized in Table 3 . The adopted stellar parameters are T eff = 5903 ± 42 K, log(g) = 4.07 ± 0.16 (cgs), and [Fe/H] = −0.23 ± 0.07. So TYC 2875-00255-1 is a G0IV type star. In Fig. 1 we show the continuum-normalized high resolution FEROS spectra of TYC 2087-00255-1 together with the spectra of HD 098630, a known G0IV type star from Elodie spectra library (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001) . For comparison purpose, we also show synthetic spectra of TYC 2087-00255-1 in Fig. 1 . The synthetic spectra is calculated using software package Spectroscopy Made Easy (SME; Valenti & Piskunov 1996) and the stellar parameters from the above analysis.
Continuum-normalized, high-resolution FEROS spectra of TYC 2087-00255-1 centered on the Ca II K line is shown in Fig. 2 . Also shown in this plot are three stars with similar stellar parameters as TYC 2087-00255-1 (Ghezzi et al. 2010a,b) . The excess emission from the Ca II K line core indicates that TYC 2087-00255-1 is more active than stars with similar stellar parameters. Using the high-resolution FEROS spectra and the method described in Jenkins et al. (2008) , the chromospheric Ca II HK activity index of TYC 2087-00255-1 is log R ′ HK = −4.58, with a calibration rms error of 0.03. The Hα profile of TYC 2087-00255-1 is shown in Fig. 3 superimposed over the solar one, the latter obtained as a disk-integrated spectrum from Ganymede (which reflects light from the Sun) under the same observational conditions. The shallower wing profile is apparent, translating into a lower T eff for TYC 2087-00255-1, as is the much stronger line core filling, interpreted as additional chromospheric fill-in. Note that the Hα line core is substantially broader in TYC 2087-00255-1, inter- 5 erg cm −2 s −1 . This value is probably also contaminated by veiling from the companion, and should be taken as an upper limit. Nonetheless, it is over four times the expected flux from typical subgiants in this T eff range (Fig. 3 of Lyra & Porto de Mello 2005) and lies between the average chromospheric radiative losses of Pleiades (age ∼ 100 Myr) and Ursa Major group stars (∼ 400 Myr). This flux is in very good agreement with the Ca II K line profile (which being in the UV is probably free from the secondary's contamination) in pointing to a very high activity level in TYC 2087-00255-1, compatible with a solar-type stars no more than a few hundred million years of age (Lyra & Porto de Mello 2005) . Two independent spectroscopic chromospheric indicators therefore confirm TYC 2087-00255-1 as much more active than expected from its subgiant status.
The spectral energy distribution (SED) was constructed for TYC 2087-00255-1 in Fig. 4 using near UV (GALEX, Morrissey et al. 2007 ), optical (Høg et al. 2000; Kharchenko & Roeser 2009 ), near IR (2MASS, Cutri et al. 2003) and IR (WISE, Wright et al. 2010; Cutri et al. 2012 ) photometric data. These photometric data are presented in Table 5 . The data were fit with fluxes from a NextGen model atmosphere (Hauschildt et al. 1999) . We limited the maximum lineof-sight extinction to be A V < 0.15 based on the analysis of dust maps by Schlegel et al. (1998) . The resultant parameters, T eff = 5700 ± 200 K, log(g) = 4.0 ± 0.5, [Fe/H] = −0.5 ± 0.5 and A V = 0.12 +0.03 −0.06 , agree within 1-σ of the results found via analysis of our high resolution spectroscopy. In the above analysis, we did not constrain any of the fit parameters except for A V . We did another fit where we forced T eff , log(g) and [Fe/H] to the spec- There is potentially some GALEX FUV excess indicating this star is chromospheric active. The resultant fundamental stellar parameters from this fit agree with the stellar parameters determined from the stellar spectra to within 1-σ.
troscopically determined values, which provide a more robust estimate of A V = 0.12 ± 0.03. Using this total extinction estimate, and adopting a V band bolometric correction BC V of −0.19 ± 0.02 (Cox 2000) , we estimate the distance to this system is 218 ± 14 pc. 
Stellar Mass and Radius
We determine the mass and radius of the parent star, TYC 2087-00255-1, from T eff , log(g), and [Fe/H] using the empirical polynomial relations of Torres et al. (2010) , which were derived from a sample of eclipsing binaries with precisely measured masses and radii. We estimate the uncertainties in M * and R * by propagating the uncertainties in T eff , log(g), and [Fe/H] (see Table 4 ) using the covariance matrices of the Torres et al. (2010) relations (kindly provided by G. Torres). Since the polynomial relations of Torres et al. (2010) were derived empirically, the relations were subject to some intrinsic scatter, which we add in quadrature to the uncertainties propagated from the stellar parameter measurements (σ log m = 0.027 and σ log r = 0.014; Torres et al. 2010) . The final stellar mass and radius values obtained are M * = 1.16±0.11 M ⊙ and R * = 1.64 ± 0.37 R ⊙ (see Table 4 ).
Evolutionary State
In Fig. 5 we compare the spectroscopically measured T eff and log(g) of TYC 2087-00255-1 (red error bars) against a theoretical stellar evolutionary track from the Yonsei-Yale ("Y 2 ") model grid (Demarque et al. 2004 ). The solid curve represents the evolution of a single star 
Stellar Rotation Period and Rotational Velocity
In this section, we will use three different ways to estimate the rotation period of TYC 2087-00255-1. First, we find a sinusoidal variation in the 2004 SuperWASP photometry data with a period P = 13.16 ± 0.01 days and amplitude of 9 mmag. In Fig. 6 we have shown a phase-folded plot of the 2004 SuperWASP data. Since the SuperWASP photometry data used an aperture radius of 49 arcseconds, we used the SIMBAD website to check for bright stars inside this 49 arcseconds aperture which could account for this 9 mmag variation and found several stars with V mag > 16.2. Such faint stars could not produce such a 9 mmag variation around the V mag = 10.6 TYC 2087-00255-1 unless their luminosities varied by 100%, which is quite unlikely. We can explain this 13.16 d period as the rotation period of the host star and the 9 mmag sinusoidal variation by the rotational modulation of star spots.
The second method to derive the rotation period is to use the chromospheric activity-rotation relation (Mamajek & Hillenbrand 2008) . The chromospheric Ca II HK activity index of TYC 2087-00255-1 derived previously is log R ′ HK = −4.58. The corresponding rotation period is 11.8 d, with an estimated error of 2.4 d from this calibrated relation. This rotation period agrees with the one derived above (13.16 d) using the Super-WASP photometry data. However, we should note here that this chromospheric activity-rotation relation is derived for solar-type dwarf stars. Since TYC 2087-00255-1 is a slightly evolved subgiant, it may not be appropriate to use this relation here.
Thirdly, we use the equation 2πR * /v rot sin i to estimate the rotation period of the host star. We measured the projected rotational velocity v rot sin i of TYC 2087-00255-1 by comparing our high resolution SARG and FEROS spectrum to broadened versions of Kurucz AT-LAS synthetic spectra. We used the atmospheric parameters derived in §3.1 and fixed the macro turbulence velocity to V macro = 4.2 km s −1 based on Equation (1) from Valenti & Fischer (2005) . We find v rot sin i = 9.2 ± 2.0 km s −1 using the observed SARG spectrum and v rot sin i = 10.1 ± 0.9 km s −1 using the observed FEROS spectrum. Using the derived radius of TYC 2087-00255-1 R * = 1.64 ± 0.37R ⊙ , the corresponding rotation period are 9.1 ± 2.9 d and 8.3 ± 2.0 d. These are about 1.4-sigma and 2.4-sigma from the 13.16 day period inferred from photometric data, suggesting that the star is likely close to edge on, as a smaller inclination would imply shorter periods and thus larger discrepancy with the photometric period. The slight tension even assuming sin i = 1 may arise from systematic errors in the estimate of v rot sin i, including an incorrect assumed value for V macro .
TYC 2087-00255-1: THE COMPANION

Keplerian Orbital Solution
Radial velocities derived from MARVELS and SARG data were used to fit Keplerian orbital parameters. Since there are star spot features seen from the light curve of TYC 2087-00255-1 (see §3.4), we added an additional stellar 'jitter' term (σ jitter ) in our Keplerian orbital model as suggested by Ford (2006) to account for any additional noise induced by the stellar activity. We performed two Keplerian orbital fits using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC, see, e.g., Ford 2006) . First, we use only the MARVELS data to fit the Keplerian orbit, then we combine the MARVELS and SARG RV data to do a joint fit. For the details of our one planet/BD RV model, please see §2 of Gregory (2007) . The best-fit parameters from the two fits are presented in Table 6 and they agree with each other quite well.
As expected, the fit of the combined MARVELS and SARG RV data has relatively smaller uncertainties compared to the fit with just the MARVELS data, therefore we use this combined fit as our final Keplerian orbital solution. In this fit, a constant systematic velocity term is included for each of the two instruments to account for the offset between the observed differential RV data and the zero-point of the Keplerian RV model (−0.803 ± 0.035 km s −1 for MARVELS and −353 ± 0.029 km s −1 for SARG). The RV data shown in Table 1 and Table 2 are the RVs after subtraction of these two constant systematic velocity terms. The final Keplerian orbit of MARVELS-4b has a period P = 9.0090 ± 0.0004 days, e = 0.226 ± 0.011 and semi-amplitude K = 3.571 ± 0.041km s −1 . This solution is shown in Figs 7 and 8 together with the MARVELS and SARG RV data. The residuals shown in these two plots could not be explained only by the errors in our RV data. A stellar jitter term σ jitter = 112 ± 17m s −1 is required in our fitting to explain these residuals. In our previous paper (Fleming et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2011; Wisniewski et al. 2012 ), we did not include a stellar 'jitter' term in our Keplerian fitting. Instead we re-scaled the error bar of MARVELS RV data to force the reduced chi-square to be 1. Since MARVELS-4b is orbiting an active star which has spots activity, we choose to include this 'jitter' term and did not try to rescale the MAR-VELS and SARG RV error bar. We note here that both methods (including a 'jitter' term or rescaling the RV error bar for the reduced chi-square to be 1) yield Keplerian orbital parameters consistent with each other in the 1σ range. We will discuss more about this stellar jitter in §5.3. Using the derived value of M * in §3.2, we estimate a minimum mass (i.e., for sin α = 1 where α is the line-of-sight orbital inclination) for the companion, MARVELS-4b, as m min = 40.0±2.5 M Jup , where the uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty in the primary mass. Assuming the system is edge on, the semimajor axis of this system is a = 0.090 ± 0.003 AU.
Search for Possible Transit Signals
Based on the orbital parameters of the companion, we have calculated the a priori transit probability to be 7.8% using Equation (5) from Kane & von Braun (2008) . The expected duration of a central transit is ∼ R * P/(πa) = 2.94 hr, and the expected depth is ∼ (R/R * ) 2 = 0.004(R/R Jup ) 2 , where R is the radius of the companion. We phase folded the SuperWASP data To ease visualization, each image has been normalized to a peak value of unity. This set of images illustrates the gain in angular resolution close to the target location when applying highly restrictive LI thresholds, but at the cost of lowering the contrast achieved at larger angular distances from target location.
and searched for a transit signal at the expected transit time, but no evidence for a transit with a period ∼ 9 days was found. We could rule out existence of a transit signal with depth greater than 0.014 mag at 3-σ confidence level. Our conclusion is that the SuperWASP data is not sensitive enough to detect a 4 mmag transit signal. Further photometric follow-up observations are needed to rule out or confirm this transit signal.
Search for Possible Stellar Companions Using
Lucky Imaging We use the lucky images to search for, and place constraints on, any possible undetected stellar companions at large separations. The data were processed using a custom IDL software pipeline. After identifying corrupted frames due to cosmic rays, electronic glitches, etc., the remaining frames are bias corrected and flat fielded. Lucky image selection is applied using a variety of selection thresholds (best X%) based on the brightest pixel (BP) method. The selected BP must be below a specified brightness threshold to avoid selecting cosmic rays or other non-speckle features. As a further check, the BP must be consistent with the expected energy distribution from a diffraction speckle under the assumption of a diffraction-limited PSF. The frames are sorted from brightest to faintest according to the brightness of their BPs and the brightest X% are then shifted and added to generate a final image. In the different panels of Fig. 9 , we show the composite lucky images generated from considering only the best {1, 5, 15, 25, 50, 80}% of the image frames. Each panel covers ∼ 5.5×5.5 arcsec 2 centered on TYC 2087-00255-1. Restricting the images used to the best 1% improves the angular resolution with respect to the loose LI selection (i.e. the top 80% of the images image), but at the cost of increased noise at larger separations from the target. Following the same procedure as in Femenía et al. (2011) , we compute the 3-σ "best LI detectability curves" for each of the two nights' data, which are shown in the left panel of Fig. 10 . We use the following procedure to place a 3-σ upper limit on the mass of a possible undetected stellar companion:
1. From the SED fitting of TYC 2087-00255-1 in §3.1 that provides an estimate of the extinction and distance, we estimate the absolute I band magnitude of TYC 2087-00255-1 to be M I = 2.74.
2. Knowing M I and the 3-σ detectability curves (see the left panel of Fig. 10 ) allows us to construct the M I versus ρ (angular distance from TYC 2087-00255-1) curve for TYC 2087-00255-1. This curve provides the upper limit of absolute I band magnitude for any undetected stellar companion at the 3-σ level.
3. Although TYC 2087-00255-1 is identified as a subgiant, the fact that it is not very massive makes it plausible that any stellar companion with the same age and smaller mass will still be a main sequence object. These facts justify the use of the conversion from I to V band in Mamajek (2010) . The results of applying the above procedure to our LI data are shown in the right panel of Fig. 10 .
Search for Possible Stellar Companions Using AO
Imaging In this section we use the acquired Keck AO images to search for possible stellar companions around TYC 2087-00255-1. The AO images were processed by replacing hot pixel values, flat-fielding the array, and subtracting thermal background noise. No companions were identified in individual raw frames during the observations. However, upon stacking the images we noticed a point source to the north-east of TYC 2087-0025501. Fig. 11 shows the final processed K' image. The candidate is 6.49 mags fainter than the primary star in K'. We measure an angular separation of 643±10 mas and position angle 27.1±0.1 degree. Assuming an age of 5 Gyr, the Baraffe et al. (1998) theoretical evolutionary models predict a mass of 0.13M ⊙ if the candidate is physically associated at a distance of 218 pc. With a proper motion of (µ α cos δ, µ δ ) = (−2.9, 39.8) mas/yr for TYC 2087-00255-1 (Høg et al. 2000) , it will be possible to determine whether this candidate is a tertiary companion in less than one year with NIRC2. group may represent the high-mass tail of the planetary distribution. If true, the maximum mass of giant "planets" should be around 30M Jup . The BD candidate MARVELS-4b reported in this paper has a minimum mass of 40.0 ± 2.5M Jup , which suggests that MARVELS4b more likely formed like stars through collapse and/or fragmentation of molecular cores.
Activity, Rapid Rotation and Stellar Spin Evolution
TYC 2087-00255-1 is in its subgiant phase with an estimated age of ∼ 5.5 Gyr and chromospheric Ca II HK index log R ′ HK = −4.58 (see §3.1). Jenkins et al. (2011) have studied chromospheric activity indices for more than 850 FGK-type dwarfs and subgiant stars, and find the distribution of activity indices (log R ′ HK ) for their subgiant sample can be fit by a Gaussian centered around −5.14, with σ = 0.06. The activity index for TYC 2087-00255-1 is log R ′ HK = −4.58, which makes it an unusually active subgiant star (see also § 3.1).
For cool stars with T eff < 6500 K, chromospheric activity is generated through a stellar magnetic dynamo, which is related to the rotational velocity and rotation period of the star. The star's rotation period increases with age through mass loss in a magnetized wind ("magnetic braking " Schatzman 1962; Weber & Davis 1967; Mestel 1968; Skumanich 1972; Epstein & Pinsonneault 2012) , and as such, its chromospheric activity level is expected to also decay with age, a phenomenon that has been observed (Wilson 1963; Skumanich 1972; Soderblom et al. 1991) . For an evolved star such as TYC 2087-00255-1, the rotation period should be relatively large, > ∼ 30 days due to magnetic braking and conservation of angular momentum as the radius expands (Skumanich 1972; Epstein & Pinsonneault 2012) . However, we find the rotation period (13.16 days) is much shorter than this value. One possible explanation is that the tidal interaction with the companion has spun up the star and keeps the stellar magnetic dynamo active. In this scenario, the tidal interaction transfers orbital angular momentum into stellar rotational angular momentum. We will explore the coupled roles of radial expansion and tidal evolution, and find that the observed state is consistent with tidal theory and stellar evolution.
For a star born with T eff 6500 K, it could develop a convective zone and lose angular momentum through "magnetic braking". So even when it rotates quickly at birth, it will spin down quickly and thus have a longer period at ZAMS. While for a star born with T eff 6500 K, it will be fully radiative and could not lose angular momentum through "magnetic braking". Thus it will rotate much more quickly. From the evolution track in Fig.5 we could see that the effective temperature of TYC 2087-00255-1 is initially around the transition point ∼ 6500 K, and its evolution is difficult to know a priori. If fully radiative, we expect it to rotate quickly while on the main sequence, while if convective, it would have spun down and will rotate more slowly. Here we consider both scenarios and find that we cannot rule either out, at least using a simple, coupled model for the expansion of the primary and the tidal evolution. As star evolves, its radius expands and hence we expect the star to spin down via conservation of angular momentum. If the rotational frequency of the star is ω, then its time rate of change due to expansion is
The rate at which ω changes is therefore encapsulated in dR/dt, which we can derive from stellar evolution models. Using the "Y 2 " models (Demarque et al. 2004 ), we fit a third order polynomial to the radius as a function of time:
where t ′ is the age of the star in Gyr. Differentiating with respect to t ′ we find
from which we can solve Eq. (1). The tidal evolution is considerably more complicated as it depends on many more parameters, as well as the tidal model employed.
Here we use the "constant-phase-lag" (CPL) model as described in Ferraz-Mello et al. (2008) . This widely-used model assumes a constant phase offset between the location of the companion and the tidal bulge. The magnitude of the phase lag is (2011)). The speed of the evolution is also a function of the Love number of degree two, k 2 , which is a measure of the height of the tidal bulge. Rather than reproduce the set of six coupled differential equations that comprises the CPL model, the reader is referred to Ferraz-Mello et al. (2008) . Other tidal models exist (e.g. Hut 1981; Leconte et al. 2010; Hansen 2010 ) that make qualitatively different assumptions. As we are only interested in demonstrating that the observed configuration is consistent with tidal theory, we limit our scope to the CPL model. We use the numerical methods outlined in App. E of Barnes et al. (2012) .
We can use the best fit parameters in the CPL model, but we also must set Q and k 2 , and the moment of inertia constant, or "radius of gyration" r g . A wide range of values have been proposed for Q, with 10 6 being a standard choice (e.g. Jackson et al. 2008 Jackson et al. , 2009 ). We set k 2 to 0.5, which is arbitrary since the tidal evolution actually depends on the quotient of Q and k 2 , and currently we cannot disentangle the two. We set R g to 0.35, consistent with theoretical expectations for solar-like stars (Claret & Gimenez 1990) . We assume the companion is tidally locked, use its minimum mass, and has a radius of 1 R Jup . We set both bodies' obliquities to 0. With these choices, we may integrate the tidal evolution of the system forward, tracking the spins, obliquities, orbital period, and orbital eccentricity.
Because the stellar rotational frequency depends on both its internal and tidal evolution, we include both effects in our model. Furthermore, we assume that both effects act independently, i.e. no feedbacks are present. This sort of coupling has been applied to stellar binaries before (Zahn & Bouchet 1989; Khaliullin & Khaliullina 2011; Gómez Maqueo Chew et al. 2012) , but this may be the first time it has been done for a star with a BD companion.
We first consider the convective case, i.e. slow initial rotation. In Fig. 12 , we show one plausible history for this system. We start the integration at an age of 221 Myr when the star is on the main sequence, at which point the "Y 2 " model (Demarque et al. 2004 ) predicts a radius of 1.08 R ⊙ . The orbit begins with a period of 9.5 days, and an eccentricity of 0.24. The initial stellar rotation period is 40 days. We set the stellar Q to 4 × 10 6 . Based on the radial evolution and the observed uncertainties in radius, we estimate the age of the system to be between 4 and 5.1 Gyr, and with a nominal age of 4.75 Gyr, corresponding to the best fit radius of 1.64 R ⊙ . This interval is shaded gray. This age estimate is different from that in §3.3, which is estimated from T eff and log(g) on the HR diagram. We also considered a wider range of configurations and find that, for plausible primary spin periods, the primary's Q must lie in the range 3 × 10 6 -6 × 10 6 in order to produce a system consistent with the observations.
In the top panel, the evolution of the orbital period P orb is shown by the solid curve. The dashed curve is the best fit orbit, whose uncertainty is less than the curve thickness. The next panel down shows the eccentricity evolution. The line styles are the same as before, but now the 1σ observational uncertainty in e is denoted by the horizontal dotted lines. Next is the stellar rotation period, shown in the same format as the previous panels. Fourth is the evolution of the stellar radius, as given by the fit in Eq. (2). Note that all these parameters pass through their best fit values at our nominal age estimate.
The final panel shows the ratio of the stellar spin evolution from tides to that from radial expansion (Eq. [1]),
where the denominator is the time rate of change of the rotational frequency due to tides. The bottom panel of Fig. 12 shows the evolution of W . Although W evolves, it is always (1) negative, and (2) more negative than −1. These features indicate that the tidal torques oppose the radial expansion, and dominate. Therefore, the star is spinning up, and will continue to do so until it becomes tidally locked. (The discontinuity at 2.6 Gyr is due to passage through the 2 : 1 spin-orbit resonance.)
We now turn to the possibility that the primary's rotation was initially fast. At first glance, it may appear that the observed system is inconsistent with such a history because the primary's rotation period is currently longer than the orbital period, implying the system has passed through the 1:1 spin-orbit resonance. In that case, the primary may have become tidally locked. However, if the expansion is rapid enough, and/or the tidal Q large enough, the primary could pass through this state and avoid permanent capture. In Fig. 13 , we show such a configuration. In this case, the primary's rotation period is initially 6 days, the eccentricity is 0.228, the primary's rotation period is 6 days, and its tidal Q is 3 × 10 7 . As before the model predicts a system that could evolve to the observed state.
The evolution of W shows the complex evolution that may have occurred. Initially W > 0 meaning that both tides and expansion act in the same direction, increasing the rotational period in this case. Very quickly the system passes through the 3:2 spin orbit resonance and the phase lags change, producing the sudden drop in W . For the next 2 Gyr W increases slightly because the orbit is shrinking and increasing the tidal torques. As the primary approaches the 1:1 resonance, the torque decreases and W decreases accordingly. At 3.2 Gyr, the primary passes through the 1:1 resonance and now the tides act to speed up the rotation and hence W drops to less than 0. Right after the resonance crossing, the tidal torques are weaker, because the rotation is close to the equilibrium value (the orbital period). However, as the primary continues to expand and slow down, the disparity increases and the tidal torques grow larger. Thus, |W | increases because the tidal torque increases faster than radial expansion slows the spin period. As W never becomes more negative than -1, the radial expansion dominates the evolution and rotational slowdown continues.
We therefore have two competing, plausible evolutionary models for this system. We have neglected some effects, such as magnetic breaking and coupling between the expansion and tidal evolution, and hence we do not express a preference for either model. However, given the uniqueness of this system (evolving F star, BD/low mass stellar companion, W ∼ 0), it may be fertile ground for further exploration and insight into tidal processes on stars with little or no convective envelope.
In § 4.4 we have found a point source near TYC 2087-00255-1 using AO imaging.
Interactions between MARVELS-4b and the tertiary may serve the purpose of bringing MARVELS-4b from its birth place to a tight orbit in the early history of this system through Kozai-Lidov mechanism if the tertiary is indeed associated with TYC 2087-00255-1 and if the initial mutual orbit inclination angle between MARVELS-4b and the tertiary is 39.2
141.8
• (Kozai 1962; Lidov 1962) . This mechanism combined with tidal friction have been proposed to explain formation of close binaries in triple-star system (Mazeh & Shaham 1979; Kiseleva et al. 1998; Eggleton & Kiseleva-Eggleton 2001; Eggleton & Kisseleva-Eggleton 2006; Tokovinin et al. 2006; Fabrycky & Tremaine 2007) and formation of close-in Jupiter mass exoplanets ("Hot Jupiters"; Wu & Murray 2003; Fabrycky & Tremaine 2007; Wu et al. 2007; Naoz et al. 2011) . After MARVELS-4b has been brought to a tight orbit, tidal force from the primary takes over and MARVELS-4b follows the evolution illustrated above in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 qualitatively.
Expected Stellar RV Jitter
Starspots and motions of the stellar surface are astrophysical sources of noise that can interfere with searches for companion RV signals. These sources are commonly referred to as "jitter", first noticed by Gunn & Griffin (1979) and Lupton et al. (1987) , and subsequently explored by Saar & Donahue (1997) , Saar et al. (1998) , Wright (2005) , Lagrange et al. (2009) and Isaacson & Fischer (2010) .
Using the analytical relation given in Saar & Donahue (1997) , we estimate the expected RV jitter for TYC 2087-00255-1 as 6.5f 0.9 v rot sin i, where f is the flux change in percent and v rot sin i is the projected rotational velocity. We have derived v rot sin i from our spectra using two different methods (see §3.4). The final combined value for v rot sin i is 9.9 ± 0.8 km s −1 . The percentage change of the stellar flux is estimated to be f ∼ 1.8 from the SuperWASP photometry data, thus the expected RV jitter is ∼ 106 m s −1 . During the joint Keplerian orbital fit to the MAR-VEL+SARG RV data, a RV jitter ∼ 112 m s −1 was needed to account for the extra noise in our RV measurements, which matches the expected jitter. However, when we use the MARVELS RV data only, we yield a 'jitter' term σ jitter = 152 m s −1 in our Keplerian orbital fit, which is bigger than the expected RV 'jitter' arising from the stellar activity. This implies that uncharacterized systematics remain in the MARVELS RV data, and may likely dominate the stellar RV 'jitter'.
SUMMARY
In a search through the first two years of SDSS-III MARVELS data, we discovered MARVELS-4b, a candidate BD companion to the V ≃ 10.6 star TYC 2087-00255-1 with a velocity semi-amplitude of K = 3.571 ± 0.041 km s −1 and a short orbital period of 9.0090 ± 0.0004 d, yet with an eccentricity e = 0.226 ± 0.011. Additional RV data from SARG observations confirm the doppler variability. High-resolution spectroscopic observations indicate that the host star is a slightly evolved subgiant with T eff = 5903 ± 42 K, log g = 4.07 ± 0.16, and [Fe/H]=−0.23 ± 0.04, with an inferred mass of M * = 1.16 ± 0.11 M ⊙ . The minimum mass of MARVELS-4b is 40.0 ± 2.5 M Jup , implying that it is most likely in the BD regime. A 13.16 day periodic signal is found in the Super-WASP photometry data, which is likely due to rotational modulation of starspots on the host star, and indicates that this star-BD system is not tidally synchronized. A second possible companion is found 643 ± 10 mas away from TYC 2087-00255-1 using K' AO imaging. Its association with the primary star could be verified by future proper motion measurements. Ca II H and K core emission indicates that the subgiant is chromospherically active at a level unusual for subgiants. Tidal interactions between the star and BD could have spun up the star and make it active.
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